SPAIN

TOTAL POPULATION (MILLION): 46.93
% CITIES: 50.7%

POTENTIAL MAXIMUM CAPTURE WITH
OPTIMISED COLLECTION SCHEMES (T):
5,744,799

% TOWNS AND SUBURBS: 23.4%

CURRENT CAPTURE (T): 175,360

% RURAL: 25.9%

CURRENT CAPTURE (% ON POTENTIAL
GENERATION): 3%

RECEIVED EARLY WARNING REPORT: YES
FOOD WASTE
POTENTIAL GENERATION
(KG/CAPITA): 144.0
POTENTIAL GENERATION (T):
6,758,587

AMOUNT STILL TO BE CAPTURED (T):
5,569,439
BIO-WASTE
CURRENT CAPTURE (% ON POTENTIAL
GENERATION): 10%
LINK TO NATIONAL WASTE DATA

Source: EC Environmental legislation implementation assessment, national reports 2019

COLLECTION:
Separate collection of bio-waste is currently in place mostly in certain Autonomous Communities. Catalonia is the best performing,
having in place an obligation and currently testing various schemes (200 municipalities with door to door, many more with bring
banks). Roadside containers with electronic locks and ID access cards are also being tested in some areas. The Basque Country,
Navarra, the Balearics and the city of Madrid are other areas where bio-waste collection is being implemented.

PLANS AND PROPOSALS:
The National Waste Management Plan 2016-2022 and the national Waste Law 22/2011 set guidelines such as the need for
Autonomous Communities’ plans to include measures to promote separate bio-waste collection. Some of these plans are beginning to
introduce specific measures in this respect, although the low cost of landfill and MBT hampers steady development in many areas.

RECENT UPDATE - CASE STUDY

One of the many guidelines and studies
published by ARC - Catalan Waste Agency
- on food waste separate collection

Catalonia exhibits a best practice in terms of promotion of separate collection of
bio-waste. The Catalan Waste Agency manages the landfill/incineration tax return
scheme, which rewards municipalities according to the amount and quality of food
waste collected, and part of this tax funds quarterly waste composition analyses. A new
Catalan waste law is in the discussion phase, seeking to introduce new elements as pay
as you throw, and user identification with locks opened by electronic cards where door
to door is not implemented.
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